
 OUR COMPANY 

HISTORY

Our company history goes back 170 years. On January 9, 1844, 
founder Franz Burckhardt laid the foundation for success by 
purchasing the first company premises in Basle. In its early 
years, Burckhardt’s mechanics workshop manufactured 
machines for the textile industry. Over the years, Burckhardt 
expanded his field of activity to general mechanical engineer-
ing. In 1856, the company started producing steam engines. In 
1878, the first reciprocating compressor was developed and the 
first sales recorded in 1883. As additional funds were needed to 
finance the construction of the new factory on Dornacher-
strasse in Basle, the “Engineering Works Burckhardt Ltd.” was 
established in Basle in 1890 by August Burckhardt, who had 
taken over the company from his deceased father Franz. 

Another milestone was achieved in 1913 with the delivery of 
the first ammonia synthesis compressor with an end pressure 
of 300 bar to BASF in Ludwigshafen, Germany – a customer 
that had purchased one of Burckhardt’s first compressors back 
in 1885. In 1935, Sulzer supplied the Hürlimann Brewery in 
Zurich with the first Sulzer Labyrinth Piston Compressor and in 
1951, the company received an order from Imperial Chemical 
Industries (ICI) for 11 Hyper Compressors for the production of 
polyethylene (LDPE) with an end pressure of 1’500 bar. After 
several years’ cooperation, the Engineering Works Burckhardt 
was taken over by Sulzer and became a subsidiary of the Sulzer 
Group on May 8, 1969. In 1982, as part of an intensified coopera-
tion, the reciprocating compressor activities of the Sulzer 
Group were consolidated under one legal entity, the Sulzer-
Burckhardt Engineering Works Ltd. In 1994, the company cele-
brated its 150th anniversary. In the process of restructuring the 
entire Group in 1999, Sulzer decided to consolidate the activi-
ties of Sulzer-Burckhardt Switzerland in Winterthur. Activities 
in Basle were relocated to Winterthur and the building on Dor-
nacherstrasse in Basle was sold. 

In 2000, Sulzer decided to concentrate its activities on four 
divisions. As Sulzer-Burckhardt did not fit in with this new 
strategy, the decision was made to divest Sulzer-Burckhardt. 
Together with the financial investor Zurmont Finanz AG, five 
members of management purchased Sulzer-Burckhardt Engi-
neering Works Ltd. on April 30, 2002. In the course of separat-
ing from Sulzer, Sulzer-Burckhardt became Burckhardt Com-
pression in May 2002. In 2006, Zurmont decided to divest its 
shares in Burckhardt Compression by means of an IPO. Our 
company has been listed on the SIX Swiss Exchange since 
June 26, 2006. By the end of the reporting period it was one of 
the 70 largest listed companies in Switzerland (by market 
 capitalization). SIX Swiss Exchange added the shares of Burck-
hardt Compression Holding AG to its SPI Select Dividend 20 
Index in March of 2015. The index comprises 20 out of the more 

than 200 stocks in the SPI that boast the highest dividend 
yields, a track record of stable or rising dividends, and solid 
profitability.

VISION

We are committed to becoming the first choice manufacturer 
for reciprocating compressors. Through our global organization 
we provide all of the components and services that are needed 
throughout the life cycle of a reciprocating compressor.

MISSION

Our mission centers on the sustainable growth of Burckhardt 
Compression’s business. Sustainable means setting up and 
conducting our business activities in such a way that sustain-
able and balanced growth is achieved for all stakeholders. Con-
tinued development of the reciprocating compressor business 
and a constant quest for improvement are at the heart of 
everything we do. Particular attention is being devoted to the 
expansion of the service and components business, the devel-
opment of promising new applications and the extension of our 
geographic reach.

GUIDING PRINCIPLES

The “BC Code” sums up the basic principles of our corporate 
culture. We believe that our well-established corporate culture 
is the source of our competitiveness. The reputation enjoyed by 
Burckhardt Compression, and the trust bestowed upon us, 
largely depend on the integrity and conduct of each and every 
one of us. A fair and careful balance in our dealings with others 
is key – be it with employees, customers, shareholders, suppli-
ers or other business partners. The management of Burckhardt 
Compression exemplifies the corporate culture in day-to-day 
business.
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STRATEGY AND MID RANGE PLAN

Burckhardt Compression is one of the world’s leading providers 
of reciprocating compressors, operating in the two business 
areas of Compressor Systems (CS) and Components, Services & 
Support (CSS). According to our own market research, our com-
pany has grown in recent years to become the second-largest 
supplier of reciprocating compressors and related services.

During fiscal year 2014 we continued to implement the 
revised strategy and Mid Range Plan announced in 2011. Our 
basic intention is to strengthen our strategic position in both 
business areas during the coming years, primarily through 
organic growth, while also maintaining our better-than-average 
profitability compared to the sector, thereby ensuring our finan-
cial independence. The anticipated growth of the company may 
also be supported by selective acquisitions. The targeted, 
purely organic growth rate for sales and order intake is 5% to 
8% p.a. over the coming years and the targeted range for the 
EBIT margin is 15% to 20%.

Management is tasked with the continuing roll-out and 
implementation of the parent company’s well-functioning pro-
cesses at all Group subsidiaries. Burckhardt Compression will 
strengthen its geographic reach, particularly in the service and 
components business, to bring it even closer to its customers. 
In the compressor systems business we will selectively expand 
our activities with new applications. We are building new 
assemblies in South Korea and the US to provide certain market 
segments with even better local support. Uncompromising 
quality and lowest life cycle costs will remain one of the over-
riding aims of Burckhardt Compression. Because we cover all 
aspects of reciprocating compressor technology in-house, we 
consistently offer our customers competent advisory services 
and support they can rely on.

MAIN APPLICATION AREAS

Upstream oil & gas 
Growing global demand for energy is spurring efforts to dis-
cover new deposits of oil and gas (LPG) as well as new ways of 
improving recovery from existing wells. The oil and gas busi-
ness will be shaped by the following trends over a long-term 
horizon:
–  Exploration and development of new deep sea fields;
–  better exploitation of existing fields;
–  exploration and development of new formations, especially 

tar sands and shale gas and shale oil.

Moreover, producers must comply with increasingly stringent 
regulations requiring the environmentally responsible disposal 
of toxic and non-toxic gases that arise during extraction and 
production. 

Burckhardt Compression offers solutions for a select range 
of on- and offshore applications. High-quality, low-speed recip-
rocating compressors (API 618 compliant) have been developed 
for these applications, which include enhanced oil recovery 
methods (EOR). EOR is a technique where pressurized gas is 
injected into productive fields either directly through existing 
well bores (gas lift) or through separate well bores (gas injec-
tion), resulting in significantly higher recovery rates. Recovery 
rates are typically around 30% using conventional production 
methods and can often be increased to more than 60% using 
EOR methods. Natural gas is used to enhance recovery rates 
and it is often mixed with other gases. EOR methods can often 
be used in the responsible disposal of unwanted gases too. 
These gases contain aggressive, sulfuric components and 
Burckhardt Compression is an expert at building compressors 
for compressing such gases. In deepwater applications off the 
coast of Brazil, CO2 injection is also used for EOR with pressure 
levels of up to 600 bar. Onsite pre-processing applications in 
the oil and gas industries offer additional opportunities for 
Burckhardt Compression. In these applications individual com-
ponents of extracted gas are separated at the wellhead to facil-
itate the subsequent gas transport through the gathering lines 
to centralized points. Thick, viscous tar oil is mixed with naph-
tha and other diluents to create a fluid capable of transporta-
tion by pipeline.

In the US, shale gas production has led to a glut of natural 
gas in recent years because the country does not yet have the 
necessary infrastructure to utilize the increased supply. As a 
result, the price of natural gas there has plummeted, which, in 
turn, has prompted shale gas producers to hold off temporarily 
on ramping up production any further and to concentrate 
instead on producing shale oil.

The low prices for natural gas in the US have made the 
export of gas to Asia – Japan, China and Korea in particular and 
possibly even to Europe at some point – an attractive proposi-
tion. Infrastructure for marine transport of LNG is rapidly being 
built to make such exports a reality. Large-scale exports of 
shale gas should lead to higher natural gas prices in the US 
again, which, in turn, would stimulate shale gas production 
activities. These mid- to long-term scenarios are hardly affected 
by the fluctuating spot prices for crude oil.
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Gas transport and storage
Demand for environmentally friendly natural gas as a fossil fuel 
will continue to increase over the long term. Replacing the liq-
uid fossil fuels of diesel, gasoline and oil with natural gas would 
reduce global carbon dioxide emissions by about 30%. That fact 
and more stringent emissions regulations, especially in the 
maritime shipping industry, are additional incentives to switch 
to natural gas as a source of fuel. Moreover, coal-fired and 
nuclear power plants are increasingly being substituted by gas 
power plants amid widespread efforts to decarbonize growing 
economies and to diversify energy supply in many regions of the 
world. The development of new sources of natural gas such as 
shale gas deposits, which is widening the gap in prices between 
oil- and gas-producing regions in North America and the Middle 
East and the gas-importing countries in Asia and Europe, has 
increased international trade in natural gas, and gas transport 
and storage volumes are likewise growing. This is especially 
evident in the non-pipeline mode of gas transportation via LNG 
(Liquefied Natural Gas) tankers.

More than 40% of total natural gas transport volumes 
traded and transported worldwide is liquefied, which reduces 
transport volumes by a factor of 600. The LNG process chain 
consists of natural gas production, purification and liquefaction, 
ship loading, transportation and subsequent off-loading, stor-
age, and re-gasification and, ultimately, injection into a gas dis-
tribution grid. Burckhardt Compression offers unique, economi-
cal solutions for compressing and reliquefying boil-off gas from 
liquid gases, for gas injection systems for two- or four-stroke 
marine diesel engines, and for recovering or storing natural gas 
and other hydrocarbons at land or offshore installations.

Refinery
Refineries process crude oil into products such as gasoline, kero-
sene, diesel, liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) as well as solvents 
and lubricants. Worldwide demand for these products will con-
tinue to grow over the long term and most of the growth in 
demand will stem from non-OECD countries. Additional factors 
encouraging investment in the refining industry are more strin-
gent environmental regulations, cost reduction considerations, 
plant expansion trends and the need to process both lower-
quality grades of crude oil and, in technologically more advanced 
processes, heavy petroleum by-products. New refineries are 
being built in areas where new reserves of crude oil as well as 
tar sands and shale gas are being developed, requiring addi-
tional processing facilities. For state-owned refineries, strate-
gic issues regarding location and supply security are also of 
considerable importance. Burckhardt Compression offers Pro-
cess Gas Compressors with the highest possible availability 
and lowest life cycle costs for all relevant oil refining processes 
that require gas (mostly hydrocarbon gas/mixtures).

Petrochemical/Chemical industry
The production of a vast range of petrochemical and chemical 
products such as polyolefins (polymers), lacquers, synthetic 
rubbers, adhesives and dyes, solvents, paints, fertilizer, deter-
gents or textiles entails, among other things, the processing of 
oil, natural gas and even coal. Demand for petrochemical and 
chemical products, especially for polyolefins, will steadily 
increase worldwide over the long term. In this application area, 
too, companies will continue their efforts to reduce costs by 
replacing smaller scale plants with larger ones, establishing 
strategic production sites, and extending value-added chains. In 
China, a country with vast coal reserves, advanced technolo-
gies are being used to produce various polyolefins from coal 
and new production facilities must therefore be built to meet 
the fast growing local demand. Additional growth is expected 
over the medium term as the extraction of natural gas from 
shale formations increases worldwide. In terms of potential, 
the US is the leading market in this segment. Burckhardt Com-
pression offers several product lines with individual, reliable 
and benchmark-setting reciprocating compressor solutions for 
a broad spectrum of applications.

Industrial gases 
Industrial gases such as argon, helium, carbon dioxide, carbon 
monoxide, oxygen, nitrogen and hydrogen are produced in air 
separation or hydrogen generation plants. The end market for 
industrial gases is quite broad, encompassing industries as 
diverse as metalworking and metallurgy, chemical companies, 
energy technology, food manufacturing, green technology, 
glass manufacturing, electronics, construction, rubber and 
plastics processing, and healthcare. Growth drivers are regional 
growth and industry-specific growth. Companies that supply 
the energy sector (refineries) with hydrogen are expected to be 
a particularly strong growth driver. This is another example of 
an application area where Burckhardt Compression is likely to 
benefit in the years ahead from the increased extraction of 
shale gas deposits, especially in the US. Burckhardt Compres-
sion’s dependable compressors are used in a wide variety of 
applications to process industrial gases.
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CUSTOMERS

The customers we serve include some of the largest companies 
in the world active in the oil and gas industry, in the petrochemi-
cal/chemical industry and in the industrial gas sector as well 
as a considerable number of general engineering companies 
that design and construct plants and industrial complexes for 
our end customers.

COMPRESSOR SYSTEMS

Burckhardt Compression’s reciprocating compressors are the 
key part of compressor systems which, in turn, are part of 
large-scale processing plants.

Laby® – Labyrinth Piston Compressors
The Labyrinth Piston Compressor offers unrivaled reliability 
and availability thanks to its unique labyrinth sealing system on 
piston and piston rod gland, which enables oil-free and contact-
free compression. The result is an extended MTBO (mean time 
between overhaul), which has a positive impact on reliability 
and operating cost. This prevents piston ring debris from con-
taminating the gas as well as friction-induced hot spots. The 
Laby® Compressor is designed to compress bone-dry, dirty, 
abrasive and other gases. The gastight casing reduces gas 
emissions and losses to the environment to virtually zero. The 
Laby® Compressor easily manages the compression of LNG 
boil-off gas at suction temperatures down to minus –160 °C 
(–250 °F).

Laby®-GI Compressors
The Laby®-GI Compressor has a fully balanced design that 
eliminates unbalanced moments and forces, so it can be used 
on offshore vessels and installations. Strict guidelines for off-
shore applications regarding maximum allowable vibration lev-
els on deck structures must be observed. The Laby®-GI Com-
pressor is mostly used for compression of LNG boil-off gas and 
it features the proven labyrinth sealing system, widely acknowl-
edged for its extremely high reliability and unexcelled availabil-
ity. The unique combination of labyrinth seal design and tried-
and-tested ring seal technology makes Laby®-GI Compressors 
the solution of choice for both low-temperature and high-pres-
sure applications. The proven technology is a guarantee for 
maximum efficiency and lowest life cycle cost. Depending on 
the operating conditions, Laby®-GI Compressors can feature 
either lubricated or non-lubricated compression.

Process Gas Compressors API 618
Process Gas Compressors built by Burckhardt Compression are 
synonymous with unrivalled availability and long operating 
times. Optimal sizing and the use of top quality compressor 
components ensure low operating and maintenance costs. The 
design, the advanced Swiss technology and superb quality 
together with the robust construction translate into unexcelled 
reliability and ultralow life cycle costs.

The Process Gas Compressor is built according to individual 
application specifications in accordance with the API 618 guide-
lines (5th edition). Burckhardt Compression offers non-lubri-
cated and lubricated Process Gas Compressors, horizontal and 
vertical. They are especially suited for high-pressure compres-
sion of hydrogen, hydrocarbon and corrosive gases.

Hyper Compressors
The Hyper Compressor is a high-pressure reciprocating com-
pressor for low density polyethylene (LDPE) plants with a dis-
charge pressure of up to 3’500 bar. Burckhardt Compression 
has established an outstanding track record with more than 
55 years of experience in building Hyper Compressors. These 
compressors are distinguished by a long operational life and 
high safety standards, which can be traced to their unique con-
struction design and Burckhardt Compression’s global one-stop 
service.

The most powerful compressor in the world, driven by a 
27’500 kW (36’900 HP) electric motor and compressing 160 tons 
of ethylene per hour, was built by Burckhardt Compression in 
2007. Burckhardt Compression is the world market leader for 
Hyper Compressors.

Standard High Pressure Compressors
Standard High Pressure Compressors from Burckhardt Com-
pression are extremely robust and reliable reciprocating com-
pressors with a compact design and low weight. They are deliv-
ered skid-mounted with structural supports that dampen 
vibrations, so there is no need for a special foundation. Due to 
the low-pressure conditions per compressor speed range, 
greater piston displacement can be achieved at lower compres-
sion temperatures. The result is high compression efficiency, 
low wear and less maintenance expense. The air-cooled com-
pressors are used to compress air as well as gases such as 
hydrogen, nitrogen, helium, argon, natural gas and other non-
corrosive gases and gas mixtures. 

The Standard High Pressure Compressors are smaller than 
the other compressors in Burckhardt Compression’s portfolio 
of reciprocating compressors, offering a maximum power of 
220 kW and discharge pressure of up to 400 bar with suction 
volumes of up to 1’600 Nm3/h.
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SERVICE AND COMPONENTS BUSINESS 

Burckhardt Compression’s Components, Services & Support 
business area (CSS) is a reliable provider of a full range of ser-
vices for reciprocating compressors. Various complementary 
service modules are offered for all reciprocating compressors. 
Original spare parts backed by Burckhardt Compression’s manu-
facturing guarantees stand for superior quality and ensure 
both low life cycle costs as well as the optimal operation of 
compressor systems. In the services business, Burckhardt 
Compression also differentiates itself from other manufactur-
ers and service providers through its comprehensive offering 
of in-house expertise. Our internal specialists for every techni-
cal field, supported by proprietary, advanced software tools 
which can be used to model, calculate and optimize reciprocat-
ing compressors made by other manufacturers as well, are 
very proficient in resolving even highly complex technical prob-
lems cost-effectively and efficiently. A highly motivated team 
carries out refurbishment projects of any complexity to the 
full satisfaction of customers and can prolong the operating 
life of older compressors by retrofitting them with the latest 
technology.

Reliability, availability and cost-effectiveness are crucial for 
companies operating reciprocating compressors. Preventive 
maintenance and service using state-of-the-art diagnostic sys-
tems is necessary to optimize these three factors. High quality 
compressor components tailored to the system-specific 
requirements are equally important. 

Compressor components such as valves or seals are subject 
to wear and tear, so these parts largely determine the duration 
of service intervals and operational availability and, ultimately, 
the overall life cycle costs of reciprocating compressors. Burck-
hardt Compression is steadfastly expanding its components 
activities. Together with its full range of services, this strategy 
offers promising potential for repeat orders from operators of 
reciprocating compressors.

Condition monitoring and diagnostic systems for reciprocat-
ing compressors are valuable instruments for enhancing oper-
ating safety and prolonging service intervals. Permanent 
machine diagnosis detects faults at an early stage and thus 
helps to avoid costly and unscheduled downtime. Other advan-
tages include the optimization of operating parameters and 
central control and monitoring of compressors that are in oper-
ation at different sites. The diagnostic systems made by our 
subsidiary PROGNOST Systems GmbH are designed for use with 
reciprocating compressors as well as with many other types of 
rotating machines. They are equipped with globally leading 
technology and offer international corporations in the oil, gas 
and chemicals industry value for money and operational reli-
ability day after day.

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT AND  
INNOVATION 
Systematic product development and management serves to 
strengthen our competitive position and optimally address new 
applications for reciprocating compressors by providing cus-
tomer-oriented solutions. Burckhardt Compression’s prime 
objective is to develop reciprocating compressors and compo-
nents with the lowest life cycle costs and to extend its technol-
ogy leadership in the market for reciprocating compressors. 
Quality, technology, materials and design specifications are all 
geared to provide high operational reliability, long service inter-
vals and easy maintenance – the overall aim being to achieve 
the lowest possible operating costs.

Burckhardt Compression’s product development activities 
have been guided by a stage-gate process for a number of 
years. This process is first applied in the idea generation and 
screening phase and continues during the initial evaluation of 
product viability and market attractiveness followed by the 
elaboration of product performance specifications, market 
analysis and then the actual development and subsequent 
launch of the product. After a product has been successfully 
developed and placed into operation, a concluding review of 
the development project is conducted. All milestones in the 
stage-gate process must be presented to and accepted by the 
“Innovation Review Team”, which is headed by the members of 
the Executive Board.

BURCKHARDT COMPRESSION BRAND

Burckhardt Compression and its umbrella brand Burckhardt 
stand for quality and worldwide leadership in innovative recip-
rocating compressor technology. The brand image is supported 
by technology that is distinguished by lowest life cycle costs, 
Burckhardt Compression’s globally recognized specialists in 
the various technical fields with outstanding problem-solving 
competencies and an unyielding commitment to premium qual-
ity – be it in new compressor systems, compressor components 
or service and maintenance. Our collaboration with external 
and internal customers is dedicated, solutions-oriented and dis-
tinguished by genuine enthusiasm for our reciprocating com-
pressors, which is plain to see in the execution of all our prod-
uct solutions and services.

The umbrella brand Burckhardt and corresponding graphic 
mark in the form of the red-blue, stylized compressor valve 
plate have been internationally registered for many years. 
Burckhardt Compression’s brand and patent attorneys will vig-
orously and steadfastly defend the company against any imita-
tions, counterfeiting or patent infringements. There are clear 
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rules governing the use of Burckhardt Compression brands and 
their perception is developed and promoted through active 
usage in our corporate and marketing communication activi-
ties.
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 SWISS QUALITY
MODULE ASSEMBLY, SWITZERLAND

We are optimizing internal logistics processes through the “PULL@BCAG” efficiency improvement program. For Isaac Shardow,  
an employee in the module assembly department, this resulted in a more ergonomic workplace layout. The number of tools he 
uses and their condition were also examined and optimally arranged for the work he does.





 RESPONSIBILITY
CAD PLANT DESIGN, ITALY

Matteo Donadoni works as plant designer in Italy. He is responsible for the planning and arrangement of all compressor  
system parts. Continuous development efforts and years of experience in a wide range of applications allow us to offer our 
customers the best technical solutions possible. 





 EXPERIENCE
FIELD SERVICE, CANADA

Our thorough understanding of customer needs and long years of experience make us a reliable partner. With more  
than 35 years of experience as a reciprocating compressor specialist in Canada, Bob Graham makes sure that custom-made 
compressor systems are installed to the full satisfaction of our customers.





 PROBLEM SOLVER
PROCUREMENT, SWITZERLAND 

Barbara Schneider works in Procurement. This department ensures a consistent supply of materials of the  
required quality. Choosing the right suppliers and maintaining good, close relationships with them is important  
for the optimal satisfaction of all our requirements.








